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THE LUISTARI SITE

The project, entitled “Life Histories in Teeth” was launched in

February 2015. We aim to develop isotope methods towards

smaller sample sizes and sequential extractions, and to increase

the amount of Finnish paleodietary baseline data by analyzing a

selection of animal specimens relevant for Finnish prehistoric

diets from museum collections. Our archaeological goal is to

study the Luistari cemetery in Eura, southwest Finland (Fig. 1).

Luistari is the largest and also most extensively researched

inhumation cemetery from this age in Finland. The earlier

research has focused on the artefact finds and our current project

aims to increase the knowledge of the people (Fig. 2) buried in

Luistari during the Merovingian and Viking periods, between c.

550-1050AD. Luistari was a burial place for a small community

and is a rare example of inhumation practice from the Late Iron

Age Finland. There are over 1300 graves in total.

Figure 1. The location of Luistari. Figure 2. An example of the graves 

found in Luistari: a Viking Age double grave number 281 with two 

possible male burials (Lehtosalo-Hilander 1982).
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• Ages-at-death will be modeled based on uCT image derived

M1 and M2 surface reconstructions using a model calibrated

ancient Finnish populations.

• Osteological analysis was done on the fragmentary human

remains from 177 graves and remains in 40 graves show

calculus and there are possibly 25 cases of enamel hypoplasia

(Salo 2005, 2016, unpublished).

• Skeletal remains have seldom preserved otherwise than in

contact with metal objects, such as jewelry and weapons.

• Isotopic analysis of domestic animals from the Luistari site is

in progress.

• Isotopic analysis of ~100 wild mammal and bird samples

from the collections of the Finnish Museum of Natural

History is in progress.

• These and previously published isotope data are gathered in

an open-access isotopic database serving paleodietary

research in the Baltic Region: the δIANA-database

oasisnorth.org/diana

• Sherline 5400 milling system enables precise microsample

milling

• Development of sequential extraction technique facilitating

analysis of δ13C, δ15N, δ18O (and 87Sr/86Sr) from samples as

small as 2mg (current status, testing modern bones).

• 78 humans have been selected for bulk isotope analysis

• 12 humans have been further selected for microsampling and

CSIA.

• Bulk sampling and measurements are in progress!
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